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Music

IS FOR EVERYONE

MUSIC.LUTHER.EDU

Music at Luther

Generous, renewable scholarships
and an abundance of performance
opportunities, regardless of major.

Luther College Music
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THE
EDITOR’S
DESK
Wrapping up another year of teaching and the welcoming
spring brings a feeling of renewal. That uplifting spirit may
be as simple as planning a delayed vacation, having your
competition season behind you, or receiving the much
anticipated vaccination. We will begin to contemplate what
we have learned during this atypical year.
I am reflecting on this publication and the endless
contributions from our members. I continue to rely on you to
share your ideas, your stories, and your volunteerism through
our unending quest to recruit and mentor our future and
fellow IMTA members.
I wish to express my gratitude to each and every one of you
for your offerings. My biggest fear as we canceled almost every
activity, was that the magazine could not thrive. I imagined
informing our advertisers that we would have to cut back.
Thanks to all of you, that did not happen. We continue to
connect in meaningful ways. I look forward to the days in the
near future when I must again speculate where to trim the
magazine so it’s not too massive! That time now seems closer
than ever!
I truly believe Iowa has one of the most organized, active and
caring state organizations in the U.S. We seem to never run
out of ideas, or ways in which to regenerate or influence our
students. YOU make IMTA the impressive organization it is!
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Membership
IMTA/MTNA membership year:
July 1 through June 30.
MTNA National
membership dues: $83.00
Active Iowa IMTA dues: $40.00
MTNA Senior
70 years or older: $62.25
Iowa Senior dues 65 or older: $15.00
MTNA Collegiate
membership dues: $19.00
Iowa Collegiate Student
member dues $10.00
Collegiate Membership is open to
all college music students who are
also members of an affiliated state
association and a collegiate chapter
if available. Collegiate membership
runs October 1 through September
30.
A six-month/trial membership is
offered to individuals meeting active
membership criteria who have never
been MTNA members. The sixmonth/trial membership runs from
January 1 through June 30.
Contact Us
Contact a local association president
at:
iamta.org/local-associations.php
and experience valuable meetings
and networking opportunities.
Please contact MTNA at
(888) 512-5278 or (513) 421-1420
for further member information.
Official Publication of the
Iowa Music Teachers Association
Affiliated with The Music
Teachers National Association
Advertising contact:
imtaadvertising@gmail.com
Submit articles and photos to:
imtainformation@gmail.com
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IMTA Statement of Philosophy
The Iowa Music Teachers Association, reflecting the tradition of Music Teachers National
Association, is dedicated to a practical role of artistic service in our society. Through activities
involving students, merchants and patrons as well as music teachers, the Iowa Music Teachers
Association promotes professional standards in music and fulfills its dedication to cultural
leadership. To explore the Iowa Music Teachers Association online, visit www.iamta.org.

IMTA Statement of Function
The function of The Iowa Music Teacher is to reflect the philosophy of the Iowa Music Teachers
Association; to serve as a vehicle of communication for its members to their state officers, expressing
their attitudes and needs; to inform the subscribers and membership of events and ideas; to report
musical activity in the state; and to stimulate and encourage active interest participation, and
support for the Iowa Music Teachers Association as it maintains its role of leadership in the state
of Iowa.

IMTA Magazine
The Iowa Music Teachers Association is a non-profit organization. Magazine subscriptions are
mailed automatically to members. Non-member subscriptions are $25.00 per year to include
four issues of The Iowa Music Teacher magazine. Single copies are $8.00; sample copies furnished
to prospective members without charge. The Iowa Music Teacher magazine is not a registered
copyright publication. Members have permission to reprint anything contained herein unless
there is a specific notice of copyright appended to the article or portion of an article. For further
information concerning the magazine, request information at imtainformation@gmail.com.

MTNA Founding and Purpose
In 1876, Theodore Presser and 62 of his colleagues founded Music Teachers National Association
with the purpose of advancing the value of music study and music making to society while supporting
the careers and professionalism of music teachers. Today with more than 20,000 members, MTNA
is a vibrant and powerful professional alliance with members reaping the rewards of collaboration,
continuity and connection throughout the lifetime of their music teaching careers. MTNA/IMTA
Active Membership is available to any individual professionally engaged in a music activity who is
also a member of an affiliated state association. Active members enjoy all benefits of membership
and are entitled to participate in all MTNA activities, vote and hold office.
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| IMTA PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE |

MANY THANKS TO
THOSE DEDICATED TO
OUR ORGANIZATION
Happy spring! We Iowans are blessed with
the unique and glorious wonders of all four
seasons. It is delightful to experience anew the
first sensations of warmth and longer days of
sunshine that tell us spring is right around the
corner.

another better. We need an IMTA reunion!
I look forward to “seeing” you via Zoom at our
Annual Meeting on Monday, June 7 at 9:00 AM.

In addition to reports and election of officers, we
will view the premier of Iowa’s Commissioned
Composer Carl Schimmel’s piece performed
I trust that you have had a productive by our own Richard Steinbach. Watch your
teaching year and have successfully navigated inboxes for the Zoom link from your Local
the challenges presented by the pandemic Association President.
as you provided your students with
opportunities for growth and progress in Finally, my sincere appreciation and gratitude
their musical development these past months. to all of you who have so very generously
Congratulations to every student who helped me these past two years. You will never
committed to preparing a program for audition know how much your support, encouragement
competition and thank you to every teacher and just plain hard work have meant to me
who encouraged them to do so. Kudos to all and I am grateful. Congratulations to Janci
of you who have developed creative solutions Bronson as she begins her term as president. I
to keep students and their parents involved in know she will be a great leader for IMTA and
music making and have generously shared your I wish her the very best. May God bless her and
each of you.
ideas with others.
Many, many thanks to those of you who have
given so many hours of dedicated service to
our organization so that our programs and
activities could continue to provide options
for performance, competition, education
and enjoyment. If you appreciate the many
opportunities you enjoy via your IMTA
membership I urge you to step up and become
involved in local and state activities so that
they can continue and expand. “Many hands
make light work” is definitely applicable to the
success and very existence of these endeavors.
It has been disappointing, even heart breaking,
to have to cancel our state conferences because
of the restrictions and risks associated with the
pandemic. How I have missed seeing all of you
and the opportunity to meet informally as well
as the splendid sessions and speakers we always
enjoy. Let us not forget how important this
event is and the great benefits we reap when
we meet together for the exchange of ideas. I
encourage you to take advantage of all future
opportunities to be together and know one
Spring 2021

IMTA President
Linda Benson
imtapresident@gmail.com
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SAVE THE DATE
IN 2022!
Cordial greetings, devoted IMTA members!
Are we ready to be done with COVID-19 and all its variants? You bet!
But can we get together for the State Conference at UNI this June safely? ~ talking and
eating along with playing and singing? That is not a sure bet. To say life has been full of
sudden changes and shifts is the understatement of two years now.
It’s exciting that the vaccine production has now taken on “war-time” significance
with cooperation between previously competing companies to join forces and increase
production so that the new prediction is that every adult MAY be vaccinated by MAY!
But that news is hot off today’s press! Just yesterday ~ or was it last week? ~ it was by
JULY! That provides a different scenario for our conference for sure.
Planning being more long-term, approximately a month ago, the conference committee
determined it was not the best time to try for another online experience, being that the
MTNA conference is doing the same thing this month. We really love being together
as unmasked, facially expressive humans, laughing, hugging, and even singing if we so
desire! So, we have contacted our presenters, and they have agreed to still wow us in June
2022 at UNI!
The new dates to save are Sunday June 5 through Tuesday June 7, 2022. Peter Mack and
Melody Bober and all the Iowa gang will be able to be enjoyed in PERSON! I know we
are all more than ready for that event!
So, with the patience and perseverance required to keep new pandemic outbreaks away,
let’s joyfully plan to ALL be PRESENT together again the first weekend of June 2022
on our glorious campus at the Gallagher Bluedorn Performing Arts Center in Cedar
Falls!
Be well and happy!
Your conference committee:
Robin Guy and Lucinda Lear, Co-chairs
Andrea Johnson
Janci Bronson
Jean Hilbert

Robin Guy
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Lucinda Lear

Andrea Johnson

Janci Bronson

Jean Hilbert
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
Leslie Appleby, NCTM Recital
April 24, 2021, 2:30 pm
IMTA Scholarship Deadline
May 1, 2021
IMTA Scholarship Video Deadline
May 15, 2021
Summer IMT Magazine Deadline
May 30, 2021
IMTA Board Meeting
Friday, June 4, 2021, 9:00 am
Zoom meeting for all board members

IMTA General Meeting
Monday, June 7, 2021, 9:00 am
All IMTA members are invited to connect with
The board, stay current on activities and vote for the
upcoming slate of officers.
IMTA Membership dues for 2021-2022
July 1, 2021
(Must be paid by September 1, 2021 to enter students in festivals
or auditions).*Reminder: dues paid after September 1 ineligible to
enter students in festivals. New members must pay dues by October 1.
Student members must pay dues by Oct. 1. All student members
wishing to enter students in IMTA events must pay full membership
dues by September 1.
NAMTA Pedagogy Workshop
July 10, 2021
Wartburg College

Appleby Recital Rescheduled to April 24
My recital is still on, but the date and time have changed:
much as I had hoped to play on one of the fine concert
pianos in our local colleges, they are all still closed to outside
events. However, the Arbor Oaks Bible Chapel on Kennedy
Road has agreed to let me hold the concert there. It will be
on Saturday, April 24 at 2:30 PM. The program will consists
of the two major works I mentioned earlier: Beethoven’s
Appassionata and Schumann’s Symphonic Etudes (1862
version), as well as some shorter works: Shostakovich’s 3
Fanciful Dances, Lecuona’s Aragonesa, Bach’s Prelude and
Fugue #3 in C# Major (Book 1), and My Tribute by Crouch,
arranged by Dino Kartsonakis. All are welcome to attend!
There will be a reception afterwards (with food) at Christ
Church Dubuque in Fountain Park at 2728 Asbury Road.

New Members Directory
Will Lopes
1 Triton Cir
Fort Dodge, IA 50501-5798
515-570-6534
lopez@iowacentral.edu
Spring 2021

Evelyn Dias
1959 Grant St.
Dubuque, IA 52002
408-693-7794
dr.evelyn.dias@gmail.com
Piano

Mark Samuel Lukasiewicz
318 SE 4th St.
Ankeny, IA 50021-3115
410-903-6917
marklukasiewicz90@gmail.com
Piano, Saxophone
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Experience
a classroom
of one.
MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Music Scholarship Auditions
for 2021–22
November 12, 2021 (virtual),
February 4 & 11, 2022

• Study one-on-one with dedicated professors
who are nationally acclaimed musicians.
• Tour regionally, nationally, and internationally.

Department
of Music
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drake.edu/music
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| IOWA MTNA RESULTS |

IOWA’S DIVISION
AND NATIONAL WINNERS

C

ongratulations to all our fine
students and their teachers who were
competitors in the Iowa MTNA
performance competitions. The last issue
of Iowa Music Teacher Magazine listed the
winners, alternates and honorable mentions of
the Iowa state competition. The winners went
on to compete at the West Central Division
competition. West Central is comprised of
eight states surrounding Iowa: North Dakota,
South Dakota, Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas,
Missouri, Minnesota and Iowa. All levels of the
competitions were virtual this year.
We are very proud because we had several
division winners. Winner in the junior
woodwind competition was Lucy Gannon,
flute. Her teacher is Leslie Marrs. Winner in the
senior string competition was Katya Moeller,
violin and her teacher is Almita Vamos. Winner
in the senior voice competition was Delaney
Downs, mezzo-soprano. Her teacher is Leanne
Freeman-Miller. The senior woodwind winner
was Anthea Cheng, flute and her teacher is
Kimberly Helton. Young artist voice was won
by Lauren Carroll, soprano who is a student
of Leeann Freeman-Miller. The young artist
woodwind competition was won by Jae-Hyun
Ryoo, saxophone who studies with Kenneth
Tse. All of these students played so well and
represented Iowa very well at the division
competition.

Lauren Carroll
National MTNA
Winner
Young Artist Voice

Anthea Cheng
MTNA West
Central Division
Winner
Senior Woodwind

Delaney Downs
National MTNA
3rd Place
Senior Voice

Lucy Gannon
MTNA West
Central Division
Winner
Junior Woodwind

Katya Moeller
MTNA West
Central Division
Winner
Senior String

Jae-Hyun Ryoo
MTNA West
Central Division
Winner
Young Artist Woodwind

Two of the Iowa students received honors at the
national MTNA competition. Delaney Downs
placed 3rd in the senior voice competition
and Lauren Carroll won the young artist voice
competition. Bravo!

Spring 2021

Iowa MTNA Competitions Chair
Diane Smith, NCTM
imtamtnachair@gmail.com
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EXPERIENCE
matters

Offering generous scholarships to both major and non-majors
Our ensembles:
The Morningside Choir, Cantabile, Camerata, Master Chorale,
Lyric Theatre, Morningside Marching Mustangs, Symphonic Wind
ensemble, The KucinskI Symphonic Orchestra, Jazz Ensemble,
Flute Choir, Trombone Choir, Clarinet Choir, Saxophone Quartet,
Brass Ensemble, Guitar, Collaborative Piano, Pep Band, Jazz
Combo
Offering degrees in Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor Music Education.
Bachelor of Science in Music Management

morningside.edu/performing-arts

Private studio faculty on all instruments.
Morningside is a fully accredited by the
National Association of Schools of Music

The Morningside College experience cultivates a passion for lifelong learning
and a dedication to ethical leadership and civic responsibility.
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Council Bluffs

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
December 12, 2020
Chair: Berneil Hanson Co-Chair: Julie Bond
Adjudicators: Maria Jacobsen, NCTM, Jerri Niver, NCTM
Level A
Winner: Henry Conroy (Schoen)
Alternate: Charlotte Cronin (Lawson)
Level B
Winner: Braydon Fujan (Schoen)
Alternate: Oliver Griner (Peterson)
Level C
Winner: Aaron Adkins (Bond)
Alternate: Lauren Walmrath (Redding)
Honorable Mention: Joseph Marar (Hanson)
Level D
Winner: Maria Fix (Schoen)
Alternate: Ethan Bryson (Ascherl)
Honorable Mention: Sonia Fitch (Bond)
Level E
Winner: Brenden Barrett (Gronstal)
Alternate: Ethan Riegsecker (Schoen)

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A
96% Charlotte Cronin (Lawson)
90% Henry Conroy (Schoen)
Level B
98% Aubree Faust (Peterson)
98% Braydon Fujan (Schoen)
94% Eva Cooper (Sutter)
94% Presley Shellhase (Redding)
Level C
96% Aaron Adkins (Bond)
96% Mayer Buchanan (Peterson)
94% Lauren Walmrath (Redding)
92% Ava Jensen (Hanson)
Level D
90% Jonathan Rosas (Hanson)
Level E
100% Ethan Riegsecker (Schoen)

Des Moines Suburbs

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
January 23, 2021
Chair: Galina Jarrell Co-Chair: Susan Kuyper
Adjudicators: Dr. Ian Moschenross, Dr. Janci Bronson
Level A
Winner: Grace De Haan (Kuyper)
Alternate: Nolan Crockett (Bryan)
Honorable Mention: Lydia Brock (Lauritsen)
Honorable Mention: Lola Brown (Bryan)
Honorable Mention: Ruby Cyr (Bryan)
Honorable Mention: Colette Lam (Bryan)
Level B
Winner: Mentari Yang (Jarrell)
Alternate: Ketziah Wittenberg (Kuyper)
Honorable Mention: Brenna Phelps (Smith)
Honorable Mention: Nate Robilliard (Kuyper)
Level C
Winner: George Shcharansky (Jarrell)
Spring 2021

Winner: Isabelle Turner (Kaplan)
1st Alternate: Amaney Kashoob (Jarrell)
2nd Alternate: Tristan Rulli (Schroeder)
Honorable Mention: Bella De Haan (Kuyper)
Honorable Mention: Kaden Li (Schroeder)
Honorable Mention: Avry Vande Kamp (Rubenking)
Level D
Winner: Kevin Chow (Kaplan)
Alternate: Vrishank Vennapusa (Jarrell)
Honorable Mention: Linda Lu (Schroeder)
Level E
Winner: Meredith Heggen (Schroeder)
Alternate: Zoe Podlich (Schroeder)
Honorable Mention: Dora Roorda (Kuyper)
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Des Moines/Ankeny

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
Held January 30, 2021
Chair: Cyndie Caruth, NCTM Co-Chair: Amy Jo Wrobel
Adjudicator(s): Dr. Ian Moschenross, NCTM, Dr. Ksenia Nosikova
Alternate: Vincent Cotran (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Becca Zhang (Caruth)

Level A
Winner: Ethan Hu (Caruth)
Winner: Lisa Lu (Caruth)
1st Alternate: Michael Ye (Caruth)
2nd Alternate: Elise Cotran (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Arnav Dervesh (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Aria Smart (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Anni Wang (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Aiden Zhang (Caruth)
Level B
Winner: Hannah He (Caruth)
Winner: Vivian Zhang (Caruth)
1st Alternate: Leaf Chen (Caruth)
2nd Alternate: Joanna Foo (Hudson)
Honorable Mention: Cecelia Cotran (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Alex Ren (Hudson)
Level C
Winner: Duy Xuan Ha Duong (Caruth)

Level D
Winner: Hannah Cotran (Caruth)
Winner: Gwenyth Franczyk (Caruth)
1st Alternate: Taylor Leeds (Caruth)
2nd Alternate: Ellen Eichstedt (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Cate Bright (Hudson)
Honorable Mention: Randy Li (Caruth)
Level E
Winner: Angela Evers (Caruth)
Alternate: Sarah Eichstedt (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Zoe Zhang (Caruth)
Level F
Winner: Chloe Liang (Caruth)
Alternate: Anna Lu (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Daylen DeRaad (Caruth)
Honorable Mention: Duy Xuan Duc Duong (Caruth)

OUTSTANDING

FACILITIES

Shaw Center

Experience our live concerts at graceland.edu/Live

SCHOLARSHIPS...
for both majors and non-majors.

Awards are annually renewable for up to four years.

Chamber Singers
Concert Choir
Graceland Harmonium
Jazz Ensemble
Musical Pit Orchestra
Orchestra
Percussion Ensemble
Steel Deal Caribbean
Pan Ensemble
Saxophone Choir
Symphonic Band

FIND OUT MORE AT

120 Seat

Recital Hall

Grand
Auditorium

550 Seat

• Soundproof practice booths
• An outdoor amphitheatre
• A 23-rank pipe organ
• Steinway grand concert piano

WWW.GRACELAND.EDU/MUSIC

Check out our website for audition information.

CONTACT GRACELAND ADMISSIONS
1 University Place
Lamoni, IA 50140
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Admissions Office

admissions@graceland.edu | 866.472.2352
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Cedar Rapids

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
January 30, 2021
Chair: Amy Linville
Adjudicators: Dr. Suzanne Torkelson, Dr. Ian Moschenross, Margie Ruunas
Level A
Winner: Aaron Bunjer (Linville)
Winner: Fletcher Sams (Linville)
1st Alternate: Rebecca Drollette (Drollette)
2nd Alternate: Alaina Parker (Chenoweth)
Honorable Mention: Eleanor Guerra (Guerra)
Honorable Mention: Avery Messenger (Chenoweth)
Honorable Mention: Liv Von Muenster (Barnett)
Level B
Winner: Daniel Drollette (Drollette)
Winner: Everett Sams (Linville)
1st Alternate: Myles Adolphs (Anderson)
2nd Alternate: Courtlyn Morrissey (Linville)
Honorable Mention: Cora Von Muenster (Barnett)
Level C
Winner: Grace Luo (Westphalen)
1st Alternate: Ella Adolphs (Anderson)
Honorable Mention: Claire Gladish (Anderson)
Honorable Mention: Caden Messenger (Chenoweth)
Level D
Winner: Marcelle Strait (Linville)
1st Alternate: Acacia Coates (Bunjer)
Honorable Mention: Janie Owens (Drollette)
Level E
Winner: Subhika Rao (Bell)
1st Alternate: Jayce Hingtgen (Westphalen)
Honorable Mention: Aadarsh Kumar (Westphalen)
Level F
Winner: Isaiah Gibbins (Bunjer)

Spring 2021

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A
100% Aaron Bunjer (Linville)
100% Cedar Templin (Drollette)
98% Rebecca Drollette (Drollette)
98% Avery Messenger (Chenoweth)
98% Alaina Parker (Chenoweth)
98% Liv Von Muenster (Barnett)
94% Eleanor Guerra (Guerra)
92% Annabelle Bohn (Chenoweth)
92% Fletcher Sams (Linville)
90% Bristol Van Zuiden (Greiner)
Level B
100% Myles Adolphs (Anderson)
100% Daniel Drollette (Drollette)
100% Everett Sams (Linville)
100% Cora Von Muenster (Barnett)
96% Sawyer Greiner (Greiner)
96% Elias Marshall (Chenoweth)
94% Will Baumann (Chenoweth)
94% Sarah Deutmeyer (Greiner)
92% Courtlyn Morrissey (Linville)
90% Isabella Frese (Chenoweth)
Level C
98% Ella Adolphs (Anderson)
98% Olivia Coates (Bunjer)
96% Grace Luo (Westphalen)
94% Ben Kautz (Bunjer)
92% Caden Messenger (Chenoweth)
90% Claire Gladish (Anderson)
Level D
96% Victoria Brewster (Barnett)
96% Acacia Coates (Bunjer)
94% Marcelle Strait (Linville)
90% Janie Owens (Drollette)
Level E
100% Subhika Rao (Bell)
98% Jayce Hingtgen (Westphalen)
98% Eliza Kautz (Bunjer)
90% Aadarsh Kumar (Westphalen)
Level F
92% Isaiah Gibbins (Bunjer)
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Ames

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
February 6, 2021
Chair: Donita McCoy
Adjudicators: Linda Benson, Melinda Westphalen, Andrea Johnson
Level A
Winner: Emma Jiang Chen (Liao)
Winner: Jennifer Ji (Liao)
1st Alternate: Vitalina Zwingelberg (Liao)
2nd Alternate: William Glasnapp (Liao)
Honorable Mention: James Huang (Forrest)
Honorable Mention: Grace Li (Lin)
Honorable Mention: Sophia Li (Lin)
Honorable Mention: Jailine Luo (Lin)
Honorable Mention: Iris Wang (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Annie Yeh (Liao)
Honorable Mention: Lucy Zhang (Lin)
Level B
Winner: Lucas Du (Kanevski)
Winner: Amelia Luo (Liao)
1st Alternate: Drake Wang (Liao)
2nd Alternate: Chloe Lu (Liao)
Honorable Mention: Daniel Carlson (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Masha Kovnir (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Isaac Wang (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Jumuyao Wu (Lin)
Level C
Winner: Sophia Kyveryga (Kanevski)
Winner: Claire Lu (Liao)
1st Alternate: Veronica Smith (Huang)
2nd Alternate: Alyssa Zheng (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Anneka Singh (Forrest)
Honorable Mention: Lynda Sun (Liao)
Honorable Mention: Joy Zhang (Lin)
Level D
Winner: Jonathan Stoker (Huang)
Winner: Adam Zhu (Kanevski)
1st Alternate: Minerva Cao (Kanevski)
2nd Alternate: Laurel Mizerak (Bronson)
Honorable Mention: Raylene Chen (Liao)
Honorable Mention: Tiffany Fang (Forrest)
Honorable Mention: Timothy Lee (Nakatani)
Honorable Mention: Sherry Wang (Wong)
Honorable Mention: Sarah Yao (Wong)
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Level E
Winner: David Dong (Liao)
Winner: Nikolay Silkin (Kanevski)
1st Alternate: Laura Chen (Kanevski)
2nd Alternate: RayChie Chen (Huang)
Honorable Mention: Amaya Dassanayake (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Emma DeVries (Collogan)
Honorable Mention: Aubrey Mizerak (Bronson)
Honorable Mention: Emma Zheng (Kanevski)
Level F
Winner: Seth Shaoyi Durbin (Huang)
Alternate: Lawrence Deng (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Angelina Chen (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Lizzie Deng (Kanevski)
Honorable Mention: Devon Tsia-Olson (Kanevski)

The Iowa Music Teacher
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NAMTA

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
January 30, 2021
Chair: Andrea Johnson
Adjudicator: Dr. Charles Schmidt
Level A
Winner: Neva Doeden (Riddle)
Alternate: Cora Clapham (Green)
Honorable Mention: Sophia Cherput (Nickles)
Honorable Mention: Charlotte Green (Green)
Honorable Mention: Thomas Haile (Riddle)
Honorable Mention: Kael Schmitt (Boyle)
Level B
Winner: Maggie VerDught (Barry)
Alternate: August Treinen (Boyle)
Honorable Mention: James Cherput (Nickles)
Honorable Mention: Lincoln Lorenzen (Braaten-Reuter)
Honorable Mention: Delia Morgan (Riddle)
Level C
Winner: Emily Liu (Reuter)
Alternate: Thomas Aguilar (Barry)
Honorable Mention: Mikayla Hiner (Martin)
Honorable Mention: Miguel Maldonado (Braaten-Reuter)
Honorable Mention: Grace Roth (Nickles)
Honorable Mention: Allison Smalley (Riddle)
Honorable Mention: Prisha Tol (Barry)

Level D
Winner: Emily Lorenzen (Reuter)
Alternate: Nyle Vallem (Reuter)
Honorable Mention: Kristen Engelhardt (Green)
Honorable Mention: Sylvia Sandhorst (Martin)
Honorable Mention: Jessica Treinen (Boyle)
Honorable Mention: Keller Wilson (Barry)
Level E
Winner: Chaylie Lippert (Reuter)
Alternate: Elizabeth Stanish (Riddle)
Honorable Mention: Grace Bobeldyk (Green)
Honorable Mention: Joel Herring (Riddle)
Level F
Winner: Katherine Frantsen (Reuter)
Alternate: Ian Lewis (Reuter)
Honorable Mention: Dino Vallem (Reuter)

Lamoni/Osceola

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS

February 13, 2021
Chair: Sarah Robinson
Adjudicator: Linda Benson
Level A
Winner: Gabe Neely (Robinson)
1st Alternate: Zaylee Gutzmer (McCoy)
Honorable Mention: Elisabeth Pohlmann (McCoy)
Level B
Winner: Sophia Roos (Robinson)
Level C
Winner: Michael Neely (Robinson)
1st Alternate: Luke Miller (Robinson)

Spring 2021

Level D
Winner: Elaina Labertew (Robinson)
1st Alternate: Anna Roos (Robinson)
Honorable Mention: Abby Neely (Robinson)
Honorable Mention: Teryn Sheilds (McCoy)
Level E
Winner: Cecilia McDonald (Robinson)
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Mason City

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
February 6, 2021
Chair: Gail Morris
Adjudicators: Dr. Bryan Stanley, Dr. Kristin Taylor
Level A
Winner: Isabel Weaver (Phillips)
1st Alternate: Ivy Ketelsen (Grecian-Bransky)
Honorable Mention: Harlyn Conway (Haacke)
Level B
Winner: Mason Li (Torkelson)
Winner: Arman Nikoueiha (Dieterichs)
1st Alternate: Cooper Ketelsen (Grecian-Bransky)
2nd Alternate: Hope Anderson (Phillips)
Honorable Mention: Anya Frenchick (Grecian-Bransky)
Honorable Mention: Claire Weaver (Phillips)
Level C
Winner: Helen Peng (Torkelson)
1st Alternate: Kevin Du (Torkelson)
Level D
Winner: Summer Lim (Torkelson)
1st Alternate: Isabelle Rosin (Phillips)
Honorable Mention: Ethan Boyle (Torkelson)
Honorable Mention: Emilie Weaver (Phillips)
Level E
Winner: Britain Atkins (Torkelson)
1st Alternate: Justin Heyer (Hoffman)
Honorable Mention: Cedric Liu (Torkelson)
Level F
Winner: Preston Atkins (Torkelson)
1st Alternate: Phoebe Thrall (Torkelson)
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THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A
96% Isabel Weaver (Phillips)
94% Ivy Ketelsen (Grecian-Bransky)
94% Jay Lingbeek (Grecian-Bransky)
90% Harlyn Conway (Haacke)
Level B
100% Mason Li (Torkelson)
100% Claire Weaver (Phillips)
94% Arman Nikoueiha (Dieterichs)
92% Cooper Ketelsen (Grecian-Bransky)
90% Anya Frenchick (Grecian-Bransky)
Level C
100% Lindsay Clouse (Phillips)
98% Kevin Du (Torkelson)
94% Blake Hoeft (Hoffman)
92% Gavin Mueller (Morris)
90% Tyler Petree (Dieterichs)
Level D
96% Isabelle Rosin (Phillips)
96% Emilie Weaver (Phillips)
94% Jackson Clouse (Phillips)
94% Harper McInroy (Hoffman)
Level E
94% Britain Atkins (Torkelson)
92% Justin Heyer (Hoffman)
90% Cedric Liu (Torkelson)
Level F
100% Preston Atkins (Torkelson)
94% Phoebe Thrall (Torkelson)
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Quad Cities

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
February 6, 2021
Chair: Roberta Quist
Adjudicators: Mei-Hsuan Huang, Rachel McCoy, Sarah Robinson, Judy Hyland
Level A
Winner: Jovin Binto (Quist)
Winner: Paige McMann (Quist)
1st Alternate: Emma Isaacson (Quist)
2nd Alternate: Harry Richards (Quist)
Honorable Mention: Hannah Hochgesang (Basham)
Honorable Mention: Jack O’Malley (Quist)
Honorable Mention: Kai Saito (Basham)
Level B
Winner: Maksim Arkhipova (Mears)
Winner: Annabelle Pettersen (Quist)
1st Alternate: Kamran Foad (Basham)
2nd Alternate: Carter Luszczyk (Basham)
Honorable Mention: Anna Churchill (Johansen)
Honorable Mention: Ishika Motwani (Crumbleholme)
Level C
Winner: Sara Johnson (Quist)
Winner: Zach McMann (Quist)
Winner: Sabrina Richards (Quist)
1st Alternate: Jackson Havercamp (Quist)
2nd Alternate: Madeline O’Malley (Quist)
3rd Alternate: Zander Panek (Basham)

Honorable Mention: Riana Daniels (Crumbleholme)
Honorable Mention: Sarah Foad (Basham)
Honorable Mention: Violet Jewell (Quist)
Honorable Mention: Meg Saskowski (Quist)
Level D
Winner: Julianne Binto (Quist)
1st Alternate: Paige Johnson (Quist)
Honorable Mention: Sophia Foad (Basham)
Honorable Mention: Annaka Johnson (Quist)
Honorable Mention: Timothy Ku (Lee)
Level E
Winner: Connor McMann (Quist)
Winner: Jack Stremlow (Lee)
1st Alternate: Molly Isaacson (Quist)
2nd Alternate: Nicole Becerra (Albrechtsen)
Honorable Mention: Matthew Dorang (Mears)
Honorable Mention: Nathan Hummel (Quist)
Honorable Mention: Anna Marine (Sessler)
Honorable Mention: Parker Paulson (Basham)
Honorable Mention: Randy Spensley (Albrechtsen)
Level F
Winner: Quentin Fonseca (Lee)
1st Alternate: Sarah Eckert (Quist)

SLAMTA (Storm Lake)

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
February 13, 2021
Chair: Jeanette Hinkeldey
Adjudicator: Joan Hopkins, NCTM
Level A
Honorable Mention: Miles Edwards (Hinkeldey)
Honorable Mention: Alivia Glienke (Hinkeldey)
Level B
Winner: Jacob Mills (Winterhof )

Spring 2021

Level D
Honorable Mention: Miranda Mills (Winterhof )
Level E
Winner: Maria Yin (Anderson)
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Fort Dodge/Humboldt

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
January 30, 2021
Chair: Deb Ausborn Co-Chair: Mavis Chen
Adjudicator: Dr. Sharon Jensen, NCTM
Level A
Winner: Adeline Schleisman (Ausborn)
Alternate: Naomi Blackford (Ausborn)
Level B
Winner: Audrey Muhlbauer (Ausborn)
Alternate: Marissa Schrad (Ausborn)
Honorable Mention: Aiden Klein (Ausborn)
Level C
Winner: Laura Steinkamp (Ausborn)
Alternate: Naomi Boldenow (Ausborn)
Honorable Mention: Maxwell Manternach (Ausborn)

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A
96% Adeline Schleisman (Ausborn)
Level C
98% Naomi Boldenow (Ausborn)
94% Maxwell Manternach (Ausborn)
92% Laura Steinkamp (Ausborn)
90% Lacey Larson (Altemeier)
Level F
98% Nathan Rethwisch (Altemeier)

Dubuque

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS

February 6, 2021
Chair: Sharon Jensen
Adjudicator: Dr. Suzanne Torkelson
Level A
Winner: Frederic Huckleberry (Huckleberry)
Alternate: Layla Rosenthal (Appleby)
Level B
Winner: Thomas Noonan (Jensen)
1st Alternate: Noel Kim (Jensen)
Level C
Winner: Randen McManus (Appleby)
1st Alternate: John D’Souza (Appleby)
Honorable Mention: Scarlett Meier (Appleby)
Level D
Winner: Alex DeWitt (Jensen)
1st Alternate: Anna Van Otterloo (Jensen)
Level E
Winner: Maggie Shin (Huckleberry)
1st Alternate: Jacob Noonan (Jensen)
Honorable Mention: Emma Brennan (Appleby)
Honorable Mention: Noah Rolwes (Jensen)
Level F
Winner: Nicole Johnson (Jensen)
1st Alternate: Lydia Shin (Huckleberry)
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THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level B
100% Noel Kim (Jensen)
100% Thomas Noonan (Jensen)
96% Vivian Hoelscher (Appleby)
Level C
96% John D’Souza (Appleby)
96% Randen McManus (Appleby)
94% Scarlett Meier (Appleby)
Level D
94% Alex DeWitt (Jensen)
92% Will Houselog (Appleby)
92% Anna Van Otterloo (Jensen)
Level E
96% Jacob Noonan (Jensen)
94% Maggie Shin (Huckleberry)
92% Noah Rolwes (Jensen)
Level F
100% Lydia Shin (Huckleberry)
98% Nicole Johnson (Jensen)
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ECMTA Iowa City

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO AUDITIONS RESULTS
February 5, 2021
Chair: Tina Chapman
Adjudicators: Dr. Charlie Schmidt and Melinda Westphalen
Level A
Winner: Liam Tucker (Cree)
1st Alternate: Elise Riehl (Thomas)
Level B
Winner: Alice Gooblar-Perovic (Johnson)
Winner: Serah Song (Lee)
1st Alternate: Yukta Borse (Chapman)
2nd Alternate: Kristy Kakizawa (Chapman)
Honorable Mention: Clark Erdahl (Cree)
Honorable Mention: Jonathan Rice (Cha)
Honorable Mention: Otto Schimmel (Lee)
Level C
Winner: Erin Chen (Christman)
Winner: Renee Zhang (Cha)
1st Alternate: Serene Song (Lee)
2nd Alternate: Isaac Habenicht (Johnson)
Honorable Mention: Marissa Becker (Lee)
Honorable Mention: Alma Bhandary-Narayanan (Cree)
Honorable Mention: Nia McCloskey (Cha)
Honorable Mention: Theo Williams (Cree)
Level D
Winner: Claire Lawler (Johnson)
1st Alternate: Richard Yang (Johnson)
Honorable Mention: Jozsef Polyak (Cree)
Level E
Winner: Nicholas Zhang (Cha)
1st Alternate: Brynn McCloskey (Cha)
Honorable Mention: Thomas Pierce (Kubota)
Honorable Mention: Victoria Rice (Cha)
Level F
Winner: Jacob Gehlbach (Sifford)

Spring 2021

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A
100% Liam Tucker (Cree)
98% Landon Xie (Lee)
92% Elise Riehl (Thomas)
90% Elizabeth Calhoun (Cha)
Level B
100% Alice Gooblar-Perovic (Johnson)
100% William Shey (Cree)
98% Clark Erdahl (Cree)
96% Krishna Pagedar (Thomas)
96% Serah Song (Lee)
94% Jonathan Rice (Cha)
94% Mattisen Sirucek (Brummitt)
92% Camille Hayes (Thomas)
92% Otto Schimmel (Lee)
90% Yukta Borse (Chapman)
Level C
100% Erin Chen (Christman)
100% Isaac Habenicht (Johnson)
98% Marissa Becker (Lee)
98% Alma Bhandary-Narayanan (Cree)
98% Avery Riehl (Thomas)
96% Serene Song (Lee)
96% Theo Williams (Cree)
96% Spencer Wu (Cree)
92% Edith Dawson (Dieker)
92% Nia McCloskey (Cha)
90% Garrett Landau (Henriksen)
Level D
100% Claire Lawler (Johnson)
100% Richard Yang (Johnson)
96% Jozsef Polyak (Cree)
Level F
96% Jacob Gehlbach (Sifford)
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TERRACE HILL PIANO COMPETITION
TRADITION CONTINUES

T

he Terrace Hill Piano Competition
is alive and well! Traditionally the
competition is a partnership with Iowa
PBS, with the annual event held at Maytag
Auditorium in Johnston and contestants
performing on the Steinway concert grand.
After much discussion, the competition’s Board
of Trustees and Iowa PBS personnel agreed that
the challenges of dealing with Covid-19 risks
were just too great, and that we should not stage
the 2021 competition in the usual facilities.
The Board of Trustees were now faced with a
huge decision: Should we simply cancel, or plan
an entirely online competition. The latter was
decided, and although Iowa PBS was no longer
involved, we had the TV network’s blessing.
All requirements remained the same, except
that students submitted videos, performing on
pianos of their choosing. Junior contestants still
competed for cash prizes and Senior contestants
competed for scholarships to attend an Iowa
college or university.
This year’s judge was Dr. Tammie Walker,
Director of the University of Iowa School of
Music. She listened to all contestants in the
order listed on the programs, writing comments
just as if this were a live event. (As in the past,
the judge’s programs and comment sheets
had no names of students or teachers.) All

contestants received those comments, along
with the appropriate certificates.
There is a cliché about “making lemonade out
of a lemon.” We did just that with this year’s
competition. We were able to continue during
a year when so many other events and activities
were canceled. Do we plan to return to the Iowa
PBS facilities next year? Absolutely! Although
specific plans are yet to be determined,
nothing quite equals a live performance on
a fine concert instrument. As details emerge
for 2022, they will be published in the IMT
magazine and on the competition website:
https://terracehill.iowa.gov/thema
Dr David Piersel, Chair
Terrace Hill Piano Competition
Terrace Hill Piano Competition Chair, Dr. David Piersel,
is Professor Emeritus of Music at South Dakota
State University, where he was Director of Keyboard
Studies for twenty-two years. Prior to that he served
in a similar position at Black Hills State University.
He has been president of both South Dakota Music
Teachers Association and MTNA’s West Central
Division. MTNA appointments have included serving
as West Central Division Competition Chair, National
Young Artist Coordinator, and membership on the
National Certification Board. Iowa Music Teachers
Association named Dr. Piersel its “Certified Member
of the Year” for 2002-2003.

We are grateful to the following sponsors:
West Music for its annual scholarship contribution of $3,000
Junior Awards: Jennon & Beth Caruth, Clarity Solutions
Additional financial support is provided by:
Rotary Club of Northwest Des Moines
Drs. Roy and Christine Molina
Music Teachers of Central Iowa
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Federated Music Club of Des Moines
Des Moines Music Teachers Association
Iowa Music Teachers Association
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THEMA SENIOR DIVISION
2021 WINNERS

Seth Shaoyi P. Durbin, Ames
First Place & Winner of
the First Family of Iowa Scholarship
Teacher: Dr. Mei-Hsuan Huang

Zachary Dixon, Adel
Second Place
Teacher: Dr. Mei-Hsuan Huang

Daylen DeRaad, Ankeny
Third Place
Teacher: Cyndie Caruth, NCTM

THEMA JUNIOR DIVISION
2021 WINNERS

Duy Xuan Duc Duong, Ankeny
First Place
Teacher: Cyndie Caruth, NCTM

Chaylie Lippert, Steamboat Rock
Second Place
Teacher: Dr. Ted Reuter

Photo donated by Jim Steinhart of TravelPhotoBase.com
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Siddarth Rajkumar, Johnston
Third Place
Teacher: Patrick Kearney
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2020-2021

Audition Dates
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21

FULLTUITION

SCHOLARSHIPS
www.coe.edu/
williston-jones

Music at Coe
EXPERIENCE

COMMUNITY
The personal attention
of a liberal arts
education combined
with the metropolitan
location of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, provides
access to unique
real-world experiences
and extensive concert,
internship and
student-teaching
opportunities.

DEPTH
OF STUDY

SHOWCASING YOUR
TALENT

PERFORMANCE
OPPORTUNITIES

MUSIC
SCHOLARSHIPS

Students can choose
between professional
preparation of the
Bachelor of Music
degree and the flexibility
to double major with the
Bachelor of Arts in
Music degree. Several
areas of emphasis also
are offered.

Perform as a soloist, in
chamber music or with
one of Coe’s diverse
musical ensembles for
audiences from Cedar
Rapids to Nashville,
Costa Rica to Prague,
Scotland to Shanghai,
Rome to Venice.

Concert Band
Concert Choir
Symphony Orchestra
Chamber Music
Handbell Ensemble
Musical Theatre
Solo Performance
Record Label
Jazz Combos
Community Outreach
Song Interpretation

Auditions for full-tuition
awards are available
to music majors, with
renewable scholarships
ranging up to $4,000
open to all students.
All-State Music
participants are eligible
to compete for awards
up to $5,000 per year.

COE COLLEGE MUSIC
1220 First Ave. NE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
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Brett Wolgast, Music Department Chair
bwolgast@coe.edu

LEARN MORE AT
www.coe.edu/vpa

www.coe.edu/music
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A SIGN OF

Linda Allebach and her husband Don on their sailboat.

L

et me share a certification story that has
changed my life this year.

Four years ago, my husband, Don,
decided to become certified to be an American
Sailing Association (ASA) instructor. A love of
sailing all kinds of boats has been a passion for
both of us for many years. To take the courses,
he spent very intense weeks studying, traveled
a long distance, paid for classes and lodging,
and sailed a variety of boats. His investment of
money, time, talent, and energy has brought us a
lifestyle neither one of us dreamed of.
Don found information about the Virgin
Island Sailing School last year and talked to
the owner about working for them. You won’t
believe in this day and age that applying for this
position was done in a phone conversation!
Don is a great sailor and passionate teacher but
his ASA certification was the key to him being
considered for the job.
Since October (and both of us being retired),
we have spent at least ten weeks off and on flying
to St. Thomas and teaching a group of three to
six new students every session. As captain and
crew, we live on a variety of boats and even the
cost of our food is covered by the students and
school. We have made new friends from all over
the US as we have taught them how to charter,
sail, and live aboard a boat in the Caribbean.

Spring 2021

Excellence
Since there are strict rules covering Covid tests,
masking, and social distancing, we have had the
freedom to safely travel all over the USVI and
enjoy its beauty and people.
I would never promise you this kind of
lifestyle as a result of receiving your National
Certification! But I would tell you that the
label NCTM is recognized throughout music
universities and schools as a sign of an excellent
teacher in music. Did you notice the NCTM
behind the names of so many of the MTNA
candidates for this year’s election? Have you
observed the Nationally Certified names of
teachers that work in private undergraduate
music schools in large and small cities?
Contact me at any time to explore this
opportunity to get credit for your teaching and
profession. It is worth the extra time and expense
for you to be recognized for the great work that
you do educationally and professionally in our
communities, state, and nationally. When we
come out “on the other side” of this pandemic, I
predict that music teachers and performers will
be in even greater demand. Let’s make this the
year you become Nationally Certified!

IMTA Certification Chair
Linda Allebach, NCTM
imtacertification@gmail.com
Explore your own path to
certification! Linda is there to
guide you as well as connect you
with others who are undertaking
this professional journey.
Contact her today!
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UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

YOUR PLACE TO

PERFORM
The Keyboard Area of the School of Music at UNO provides opportunities for students to develop their solo and
ensemble skills in a wide variety of performance venues, both on campus and in the community. In addition to
weekly lessons, piano students attend a performance class where they play on a regular basis and learn about
technique, stage presence, practice methods, audition/jury/competition preparation, and essential concepts
of piano pedagogy and literature. Students additionally have the opportunity to study organ and play on our
double-manual French harpsichord. Our students also learn outside the classroom by attending faculty and
guest artist recitals, master classes and lectures, participating in internships with local organizations, and
working with instrumentalists and vocalists in the collaborative piano program.
WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Contact Dr. Kristín Jónína Taylor, Keyboard Area Coordinator and Assistant Professor of Piano
kristintaylor@unomaha.edu or 402-554-6154
For information about the School of Music, contact Adam Hilt at ahilt@unomaha.edu or 402.554.2177

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION, FINE ARTS AND MEDIA

6305 University Dr North | Omaha, NE 68182 | music.unomaha.edu
UNO is an AA/EEO /ADA institution. For more information, please call/contact the Title IX/ADA/504 Coordinator 402.554.3490 or TTY 402.554.2978.
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IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
with Dr. Lee Evans
Evans reflects on the allure found in
Rachnaninoff’s compositions with his
latest publication
Dr. Lee Evans

D

r. Lee Evans was born in the Bronx and
graduated from NYC’s High School of
Music and Art, and earned a Bachelor
of Arts degree from New York University, as
well as Master of Arts and Doctor of Education
from Columbia University Teachers College.
He is also the recipient of an honorary Doctor
of Music degree from Five Towns College in
Dix Hills, New York.
Dr. Evans is a well-known author of numerous
music magazine articles, pianist, lecturer
and clinician as well as author, composer and
arranger of slightly more than 100 music
books in the United States with Hal Leonard
Corporation. Accomplishments include his
critically acclaimed recent book, Crash Course
In Chords. His latest successful publications
with FJH Music Company include the later
beginner/early intermediate levels Color
Me Jazz books 1 and 2, the intermediate/
late intermediate levels ¡Olé! Original LatinAmerican Dance Music and ¡Fiesta! Original
Latin-American Piano Solos.
Additionally, Dr Evans is a co-author of
Keyboard Fundamentals, 7th Edition (Stipes
Publishing), a one-volume beginning piano
method for the older beginner (of junior high
and high school age and older). Thirty-eight
of his books have also been published in Japan
and two in the former Soviet Union.
In the area of professional performance, Lee
Evans concertized for ten consecutive seasons
on the Community Concert circuit as The
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Lee Evans Trio and The Lee Evans Orchestra
& Voices. Over the years he has recorded
seven albums for Capitol Records, Command
Records and MGM Records.
Dr. Evans has also served as pianist, music
director and/ or music coordinator for such
show business luminaries as Carol Channing,
Tom Jones, Engelbert Humperdinck, Cat
Stevens, Gilbert O’Sullivan and Emerson,
Lake & Palmer. Dr. Evans was also bandleader
and music director for nearly seven years at
the Royal Box night club in NYC’s Americana
Hotel.
Former Chairperson of the Theater & Fine Arts
Department, Dr. Evans is currently Professor of
Music in the Performing Arts Department at
Pace University.
In Lee Evans latest publication, Rachmaninoff,
Art Songs arranged for Solo Piano, he reflects
on the emotional evolution and allure found in
Rachmaninoff ’s compositions; particularly his
Art Songs.
Evans writes, “Neo-Romanticism in music
generally refers to modern day un-Romantic
period music written in a Romantic Era mode;
in other words, music composed in modern
times but written in heightened emotional
expression associated with the 19th century
Romantic movement.
Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943) was the
quintessential Neo-Romantic composer.
At a turn-of-the-century times, say from
The Iowa Music Teacher
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approximately 1900 on, when many composers’
music was beginning to be written in a highly
dissonant manner and often in more than one
kay at a time or in no key at all (think bitonality,
polytonality, atonality), Rachmaninoff walked
his own musical path, composing highly tonal
and accessible music that greatly spoke to the
heat of the player and listener, with fantastically
beautiful melodic lines and lush, gorgeous
harmonies. While at that time, musical
academia and fellow composers denigrated
Rachmaninoff for not composing music in
more modern styles, today his music has mostly
out-survived that of most of his detractors and
is played and admired worldwide, Especially
his piano concertos, the Rhapsody on a Theme
of Paganini (which in all but form is a piano
concerto), his Symphony No. 2, and a good
deal of his vast repertoire of original solo piano
music.

Arrangements included in
Rachmaninoff, Art Songs
arranged for Solo Piano:
Spring Waters
Tis Time
Twilight
The Answer
The Lilacs
How Fair This Spot
The Heart’s Secret
Come, Let Us Rest!
Before My Window
All Once I Gladly Owned
Vocalise
Superscore

But highly neglected are his many art songs
(Lieder), music that Rachmaninoff set to
poetry. I was determined to correct this glaring
omission in the keyboard music literature by
creating piano solo arrangement of what I
consider to be eleven of his most beautiful and
compelling art songs.” (Evan’s Vocalise is the
only Rachmaninoff song in the collection that
is not based on a poem, but is sung on one vowel
of the singer’s choosing.)
“I fervently hope that the music of this set of
songs composed between 1894-1915 will
provide pianists and listeners with the same
degree of aesthetic joy and fulfillment that the
creation of these arrangements has given me,
and contuse to give me as I play through these
songs ever day for emotional nourishment.”
Renowned
musicologist/author/educator/
WQXR-FM radio host David Dubal writes: “I
just went through them all. They are exquisite
arrangements...so very pianistic...such songs!”
World famous distinguished piano educator
Seymour Bernstein writes: “Lee, this is amazing!
And your playing is amazing. I am thrilled that
these treasured songs are available to pianists,
thanks to you. Bravissimo!”
Some of the most beautiful music by Sergei
Rachmaninoff can be found in his art songs
for singers with piano accompaniment. Thanks
to Lee Evans, these remarkable works are now
accessible to pianists as solo compositions.
Lee has skillfully combined the vocal and
accompaniment parts of eleven of these gems
Spring 2021

Evans’ new publication includes
an arrangement of Twlight by Rachmaninoff.

including the gorgeous Twilight, reprinted
with his permission from his latest publication
titled Rachmaninoff Art Songs Arranged for
Solo Piano by Lee Evans (available through
Amazon and Barnes & Noble and SuperScore
Music App).
To hear Lee Evans performing the pieces from
his latest book, go online to: http://leeevansjazz.
com/bookbaby-bookshelf/rachmaninoff-artsongs-arranged-for-solo-piano/
The copyrighted materials from this article may not be
copied or reproduced in print or any other media without
written permission from the composer, Dr. Lee Evans.
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DUE DILIGENCE
AND DO YOUR PART
What do I miss the most about not having auditions in person, besides
of course not being in the same room with the performer? Not having
an assistant....!!

K

IMTA State Auditions Chair
Deb Ausborn, NCTM
imtaauditions@gmail.com
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(used with permission)

udos to our adjudicators!! I want to
personally take a minute to recognize
our adjudicators this Auditions Season!
They definitely went above and beyond and
we appreciate their efforts so much. Because
we couldn’t find a legal way to digitally send
scores to our judges, we asked them to round up
their own. This proved to be a huge job! Who
knew there was so much diversity in the pieces
we are teaching our students? Several judges
commented to me that not only did they spend
extra time finding the music students were
playing but keeping all that music organized
and finding it for each student without a judge’s
assistant was a huge job in itself ! Thanks to
Melinda for allowing me to use her Facebook
post (above). I thought it illustrated this point
very well!

I also want to take this opportunity to thank
all the members of the ad hoc Auditions
Committee: Jason Sifford, Donita McCoy,
Gail Morris. This was definitely not a oneperson job this year. I thank each of you for the
hours spent, not only discussing all the various
options available, but proofing, proofing, and
more proofing of the copy we sent out! Jason,
thank you for your extremely valuable input in
explaining YouTube to us novices, and creating
instructional videos to walk us through step by
step. Thank you to Donita and Gail for doing
the very time-consuming job of contracting
adjudicators for State Auditions and responding
so quickly every time we had a question or
concern come up that needed a quick response.
It was so encouraging to know that all this new
process did not rest solely on one set of shoulders.
An extra pair of eyes, varied experience and
viewpoints proved extremely valuable so many
times.
Thank you to District Chairs for taking on this
responsibility in an incredibly challenging year.
Thank you for being open to trying something
new. Providing Auditions for all our students
is such a valuable service, and we could not
do it without our Local District Chairs and
Co-Chairs. Thank you for your service to our
organization. You are what keeps us running and
providing opportunities for our students to learn
and to grow!
IMTA Auditions COVID-Style, Part 2: We’ve
Come a Long Way, Baby! The past two days
have brought me full circle in my State Auditions
Chair role. Oh, my! When I volunteered in 2009
to help the State Auditions Chair put the 2009
State Auditions together, I never dreamed that,
twelve years later, I would be back at it, ironically,
doing exactly what I had worked to avoid back
then! This morning (Friday, February 26) I sent
emails to all of our A-D Level competitors, one
at a time because my mail merge failed to send
all the emails.
The Iowa Music Teacher
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I just have to laugh! That first year we had stacks of various-sized
paper ballot tops to organize, schedule, and copy the hand-written
(often indecipherable) information into six different documents
in order to prepare for State Auditions. I balked at the idea of retyping all this same information so many times, then having to
proof it every time, and quailed at the potential for mistakes that
method presented. I volunteered to put all that information into
a database. “We can create all the documents we need with mailmerge, from that one database and we only need to type and proof
once.” I said confidently. And we did.
A couple years later, now State Chair myself, I got very frustrated
with the piles of various-sized ballot tops that were such a pain to
handle and read, and decided to put all the registrations online to
avoid all the extra paper. That was a pretty difficult challenge for
those who weren’t comfortable with computers. I actually set up
ballots for several centers because it was easier to do it myself than
explain it to some of the district chairs who were overwhelmed by
the process. I love that now we just have to click “Print All” and the
website does it for us! One thing I mentioned to the Repertoire
Committee early on was that an online database of the repertoire
would be greatly appreciated. Rachel McCoy, my co-chair, and I
would spend hours editing the names of pieces and composers to
present a consistent format for the State Program.
Fast forward to 2018. We now have a website that not only provides
that online, searchable database, but performs most of the
functions we used to do with templates and mail merges at the click
of a button. It maintains our students’ addresses and information
for us from year to year, and lets us know in which time period each
piece fits. It sets up the programs and prints ballots.
So, while I may be frustrated with the failure of my mail merge
yesterday, I am thankful for the technology that allowed us to
continue to provide the performance and educational opportunities
of Auditions to our students even when we could not gather in
person. I learned how to upload videos to YouTube. Personally, for
me, it provided the opportunity for my out-of-state granddaughter
to participate in auditions, which never would have happened in a
normal year. We have definitely come a long way, Baby!
Teachers--Take that extra minute, or 5 or 10, when registering
your students! The searchable database is very wonderful, but it is
still very easy to make a mistake when choosing a piece. Several times
I thought I had clicked on one piece, but what actually got entered
was the piece above or below it in the list. It is very important that
we do our registrations in a timely manner and not wait until the last
minute. Once the registration window closes, it is too late to make
changes. Check and double-check your registrations before the
deadline. This will prevent that panic afterward when we realize we
made a mistake. It is possible to print a copy of all your registrations.
Do this a couple weeks before the deadline and then have students
and parents also double-check that everything is correct. A little
due diligence can prevent many heart-breaking issues.
It broke my heart to tell teachers and parents that there was nothing
I could do about their student who was registered with the wrong
piece. This issue came up at least five times, to my knowledge,
this Auditions Season. There may have been more that I was just
unaware of. This is a very disappointing scenario for, not only the
Spring 2021

student, but the teacher and parents as well, but it does not mean
that months of preparation time have been wasted! As I replied
to the teachers and parents who complained about their student’s
ineligibility for honors, there is so much more value in preparing for
Auditions than just in taking away honors on that day. Auditions
are valuable to every single student (and teacher) who participates,
whether they are declared a Winner or receive a II rating. There is so
much learning that takes place in learning the pieces, memorizing,
learning new techniques and musical concepts. And, the honors
lose their value if everyone who participates receives them! The II’s
and III’s are what make earning the I’s and higher valuable.
The greatest value of participating in Festivals and competitions
is the learning and effort that lead up to the actual performance.
Our students learn how to set a goal and work toward it over
a long period of time. They don’t just work on these pieces for a
few weeks; they work on them for months. They learn them inside
and out, and upside down. This is not instant gratification. It takes
diligent practice and attention to detail over a long span of time.
It teaches them life lessons that things which are worth achieving
are worth investing time and effort into. I always ask my students
after a performance, “Are you a better musician because of your
preparation for this performance?” If the answer is “Yes” (and it
always is), then the performance has been worthwhile.
I was concerned when I heard a teacher say that making a mistake
while recording would make it impossible for that student to
continue recording that day. This concerns me because I wonder
how much pressure is being put on that student: by teacher, parents,
or the child herself. When honors are the major goal, we may be
substituting that for the actual learning experiences of preparing a
program of music. If only honors matter, then competition is only
for the top few. This attitude may be contributing to our decreasing
numbers of participants. Sometimes we convey that without even
meaning to.
I actually expect most of my students to participate in Auditions.
We schedule our year around preparing that program, even if they
don’t all end up getting a program all the way to completion. After
Auditions, we focus on earning medals, accomplished by learning
so many scales, cadences, arpeggios, passing so many lesson book
pages, or technique exercises, or memorizing so many measures, etc.
Having everyone work toward an Auditions program exposes them
to the various time periods and styles of music, as well as digging
very deeply into a piece and understanding what it is trying to
convey, then working to express that message in our own personal
way. They are also all exposed to the theory concepts they would
need to take the theory tests at auditions. Our second semester
focuses less on pieces and more on preparing the building blocks
we need to tackle new pieces the next fall.
Exposing the less talented, or less prepared student to the Auditions
experience challenges them to take their music to the next level. I
always encourage them to listen to several other students, either on
their level or on a more difficult level. This helps to give them a
vision for what is possible, what is actually achievable if they put
their minds to it. Many come home with a favorite piece they would
like to try. Just hearing the other students is extremely valuable!
Continued on next page
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I have been involved in IMTA since the days I competed back in
high school. My teacher had seven students all in the same grade.
We got together for theory classes and fun events. We encouraged
each other and cheered each other on, always. And, yes, we
competed against each other, but always with the idea that we all
went to do our best. Did Larry win every time? Yep, every time
that I can remember. Did Dirk get 2nd place? Yep, and the rest of
us trailed behind, some with honorable mentions, sometimes not,
but we always learned; we always benefited; and we always grew as
musicians!
Encouragement is what I have always believed IMTA is about!
Teachers encouraging teachers; students encouraging students;
parents encouraging their children. It has been an organization in
which we share what we do well and we learn from each other. Not
all are gifted in the same way, but all are gifted in some way.
IMTA is an organization of volunteers. There are many jobs for
volunteers to do in this organization, but I am concerned that we
are having such a difficult time finding volunteers for many of the
vital jobs that keep this organization moving forward. It takes many,
many hours to put a conference together. It takes many, many hours
to put MTNA Competitions, Auditions and Festivals together. It
takes many hours to keep our local chapters meeting and learning.
It takes many, many hours to put the magazine and website, and
other communications together. It takes many, many hours to keep
the business of the group running, records accurately recorded, and
things just running smoothly. Too few of our members are taking
on those jobs and we need everyone pitching in to keep things
moving. Please consider stepping up and doing one of these jobs
that keep our organization running, whether at the local or at the
state level, we do need your help.
Please do not feel intimidated by these responsibilities. I know that
sometimes it seems that those in the leadership positions are bigger
than life. Sometimes we do and say things that encourage those
feelings. I have been guilty of that. We are just ordinary human
beings trying to juggle our volunteer positions along with our
students, families, and other responsibilities. For the most part, I
love the way this organization supports and encourages each other,
even with widely disparate levels of education in our backgrounds.
Sometimes we are putting too much pressure on our volunteers,
expecting too much from them, or sometimes we are just too quick
to ask them for help, rather than look for the answer ourselves. If it
takes only 3 minutes to read and respond to an email question (and
it usually takes more), but the volunteer receives 100 questions,
that is 300 minutes or 5 hours that volunteer had to devote to
answering a question it might have taken you (and the 99 others)
5 or 10 minutes to research the answer to. Most of the time, the
information is there if you take the time to look for it. For the
theory tests alone, I had almost 500 emails to deal with, over a two
week time period. That is a lot of time spent, away from my students
and my family. Unfortunately, probably 90% of those emails were
really unnecessary because people had the information, they just
didn’t take the time to read the information they had been sent.

stressed out, nor canceling so many lessons, and other normal
activities, to meet IMTA deadlines. Then I realized it wasn’t ONE
volunteer job that was exhausting me, but the fact that I was wearing
4 or 5 different hats. Being State Auditions Chairperson was not
exhausting when I was NOT also putting theory tests online,
managing the distribution and taking of said theory tests, writing
protocols for online auditions, and fielding questions in a year of
doing things differently. I very much appreciated my committee:
Jason Sifford, Donita McCoy, Gail Morris. They stepped up
every time I asked something of them. But, because I had access to
the email, the website, and the theory tests, there were some things
that only I could really deal with. The email questions were the
most time consuming. I know I got rather short in my responses.
If one person had asked a question that we, as a committee, really
felt we had covered well in the instructions, it would have been one
thing, but I was getting dozens of the same questions. I went back,
thinking that we had been less than clear, but the honest truth was
that many people just did not take the time to read thoroughly
what the committee had spent many, many hours hashing out.
One way we can all help our volunteers out is by taking the time
to carefully read through all the materials we have been given.
While your one question may seem like a small request to make,
when that gets multiplied by dozens, it feels overwhelming to our
volunteers. Scroll down and read all the way through your email.
After I had spent several hours more than I had expected getting
emails out about State Auditions (because my mail merge stopped
⅓ of the way through and I had to cut and paste and send the rest
individually), I had a dozen or more people contact me saying they
hadn’t received their students’ numbers. In every case, but one,
they just hadn’t scrolled down far enough in the email they had
received to see where the student numbers were. One email hadn’t
actually gotten sent--my greatest fear when I had to do each one
individually!
I want to thank every teacher who was brave enough to enter
students in Auditions in this crazy year! It took courage to try
a new process, to learn how to manage YouTube, and to teach in
new and unconventional ways. Kudos to all who didn’t let the
circumstances get in the way of continuing to teach music, such an
important life skill for all. I have always said I can teach any subject
matter through music. We music educators are very important in
the educational processes of all our students! Go Music Educators!
IMPORTANT! We want to be ready in the event we have to do
Auditions or other events digitally in the future. Please take a
few minutes to share your feedback about this new format, so
we can refine it and have it ready to go if needed. THANKS SO
MUCH!
This is the link for general membership survey on online auditions:
tinyurl.com/yxejz529
This is the link for district chairs survey on online auditions: tinyurl.
com/chairimtaform

I have recently been contemplating why I am so exhausted by my
IMTA responsibilities this year. I don’t ever remember being this
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COMPOSE YOUR FUTURE

here
q

World-class faculty. State-of-the-art facilities you have to see (and hear) to believe. Endless
performance and academic possibilities. All within an affordable public university setting ranked the
number five college town in America. Come see for yourself how the University of Iowa School of
Music composes futures...one musician at a time.
To apply, or for more information, visit music.uiowa.edu.
*American Institute for Economic Research, 2017
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Degrees Available

Bachelor of Music Education
Bachelor of Music Education/Music Therapy
Bachelor of Music in Music Therapy
Bachelor of Arts in Music
Bachelor of Music in Performance
Master of Music Therapy

Music Scholarships

• Music scholarships up to $5,000 per year
for music and nonmusic majors
• $2,500 minimum scholarships for All-State musicians
($10,000 over four years)

Audition dates for 2020-21 are Nov. 14,
Jan. 23, Feb. 5, and March 6

Schedule a virtual visit!

We know it won’t be the same as an on-campus visit,
but we are confident you will still be able to see what
makes Wartburg worth it through a virtual visit
(www.wartburg.edu/visit), which can include:
• Zoom meetings with your admissions counselors,
a professor, and athletic coaches, and/or a music
ensemble director.
Suzanne Torkelson
Professor of Piano

Ted Reuter
Professor of Piano

EMBRACE

• A virtual tour of the campus.
• Zoom meeting with one of our student Ambassadors.

YOUR PASSIONS

WWW.WARTBURG.EDU/MUSIC
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UNIQUE CHALLENGES
AFFECT FUNDS
As of March 1, 2021, checking account balance
was $39,269.12. This has grown as district
audition profits are finalized. The number of
contestants were down, as were the profits.
The good news is there will be enough to fund
State Auditions without using the general fund
balance.
Festivals lend the same result with entries down
and final totals down from previous years. Of
the festivals held, only one center resulted in a
negative balance.
Thanks to all who went that extra mile to
participate in this year’s events. Undoubtedly,
many students, parents and teachers gained
new skills from those members who were able
to share their knowledge concerning recording
and other areas of technology.

CD balances remain at $26,795.67 and
$10,569.87 respectively. The larger CD matures
3/26/21 and will be renewed at the current
interest rate.
As always, share questions and concerns
with me,
Sincerely,
Carroll Caruth, IMTA State Treasurer
2105 NW Pleasant St.
Ankeny, IA 50023
imtafinance@gmail.com

IMTA Treasurer
Carroll D. Caruth
imtafinance@gmail.com

2020-21
IMTA FESTIVAL REPORT
Six Piano Festivals were held this year during
COVID-19, down from last year’s eleven.
Congrats to Cedar Rapids, Cedar Falls, Des
Moines Suburbs, Dubuque, Lytton and Osceola

Number of Teachers
Number of Students
Income
Expense
Profit

for holding in-person or Zoom Festivals.
Here are the statistics to compare last year to
this year:

This Year: 2020-2021

Last Year: 2019-2020

20
100
$3,335
$2,741.80
$593.20

51
250
$7,500
$6,197.26
$1,302.74

IMTA State Festival Chair
Lissa Pohlman
imtafestivals@gmail.com
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CONSIDER A DONATION
TO THE IMTA FOUNDATION

W

e are still raising funds for this
year’s Foundation Fellow, Dr.
Sharon Jensen. To date we have
raised $715 toward our goal of $1500. Have
you thought about donating to the fund? If so,
there’s no time better than now.
Checks can be mailed to me or to Carroll Caruth
with “MTNA Foundation” in the memo line.
Please consider donating to this prestigious
honor. Thank you for your continued support.

IMTA Foundation Chair
Charlie Schmidt
imtafoundation@gmail.com
Dr. Sharon Jensen

Please apply online by
February 1:
School of Music
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, IA 50614-0246
(319) 273-2024
www.uni.edu/music
Keyboard Faculty:

Prof. Sean Botkin, piano
Dr. Robin Guy, piano/collaborative
Dr. Randall Harlow, organ
Prof. Serena Hou, piano
Dr. Andrea Johnson, piano pedagogy
Dr. Vakhtang Kodanashvili , piano
Dr. Mariko Morita, organ
Prof. Natia Shioshvili, piano

Now Accepting Video Auditions!

Auditions will be online only this year
Visit music.uni.edu/apply

For details on UNI Keyboard Day, Auditions or other Keyboard events, e-mail music@uni.edu
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| FROM MY CORNER CABINET |

HOW “SUITE” IT IS
Whether you are
cleaning out some old
music and replacing
it with new, or simply
re-organizing your
current stash of music,
it’s always a good time
to shop for some
replacement repertoire!
Out with the old, in
with the new...it keeps
the students engaged
and the teachers
enthusiastic, too!

L

iving in the Midwest, we understand
the many moods of our weather. During
various season can have us experiencing
two or three “mood swings” of weather in one
day! Recently I witnessed this as I woke to frigid
temperatures and frost on everything to a midday thaw, only to end with a violent snowstorm.
Even the changes from one season to the next
are rarely smooth and when it is, we tend to
wait for the “other shoe to drop”, so to speak.
Waiting for the violence that changes of season,
temperature, and weather dole out, keeps us in
suspense and on our toes.
I’ve seen this vast “mood shift” in my students,
as well. My studio practices a hybrid teaching
schedule and for the most part, it has been
extremely successful. Students, as well as
parents, are overjoyed when we can be inperson, however, when a situation calls for it,
I’m grateful for the technology that allows me
to visit my student in their home. In one week,
I heard many comments like “I’m just not
motivated.” “What am I learning all this music
for?” “We haven’t had a recital in over a year.” “I
just want to perform.” “I need an audience!” So
many moods...so little chocolate!!
After getting a new supply of music from Nessa
at Rieman Music in Urbandale, I sat down and
began to explore the many pieces. However, I
also wanted to visit some of the pieces I had not
used for a while, waiting for inspiration. And
then it happened! In honor of the many moods
and changes we’ve experienced in the last year,
here’s my tribute to Suites...and oh, how Suite
it is!!

Amy Jo Wrobel
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Easy Intermediate
Showstoppers 10 Original Piano Solos in
Progressive Order by Jennifer Linn
“Stargazer Suite”
This is a perfect suite of music for the
astronomy lover in your studio. These slightly
challenging pieces for an early intermediate
(or even a late elementary) student are ideal.

“Black Hole” is out of this world! Using only
black keys, this piece sounds like aloneness and
insignificance as the student “hurtles through
the milky way” surrounded in the enveloping
blackness. “Falling Star’s” repetitive harmony
and creative melody leave the listener swirling
in a brilliant flash of light as the light dims and
gradually fades away. “Lost Star” has the listener
experiencing the bewilderment of being lost
in a cacophony of clashing sounds as triplets
dominate. “Supernova”, challenging the student
with the key of Gb in the right hand and the key
of C in the left hand, is a powerfully constructed
composition that builds tension right up to the
massive explosion, leaving the listener gasping
as deafening silence descends.
Late Intermediate/Early Advanced
Piano Meditations 12 Original Piano Pieces
Inspired by Contemplative Works
by Pam Wedgwood
“Changing Moods” Suite
This beautiful collection of musical
compositions are inspired by paintings of a
meditative nature, allowing creative artistry to
ebb and flow as the student mindfully expresses
the ingredients of each piece. “Feeling Calm”
The Iowa Music Teacher
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is an opportunity to escape from the reality of life, transporting
the listener (and performer) to a dream-like place, bringing a
relaxed mood of calmness. “Feeling Kind of Groovy” switches to
a swing tempo and fun takes place with the rhythmic challenges
and technical nuances. While the left hand is playing a groovy
beat, the right hand can tap the piano on the off-beats for a fun
introduction to this piece. “Feeling Blessed” encourages artistic
expression, as one meditates on the good things in life. This
final movement brings out the rubato of those special moments,
leaving us sighing contentedly, drifting dreamily in our thoughts.

the senses of ripe wheat waving in the summer breeze with vast
blue skies showcase the powder puff clouds all while holding an
old fashioned church service in the great outdoors. Romantic
rhythm and piu espressivo give way to a lontano feel (far away)
as the student dances their way across the keys in a dance of
complete stillness. “Carnaval de Quebec” finishes out this suite
with an energetic dance that begins and ends with both hands in
the treble position, landing with great panache on a fortississimo
(fff )! Very rhythmically fun and challenging the meter switches
time signatures for each expression of the dance celebration.

Late Intermediate/Early Advanced
Sketches of Canada by Peter Jancewicz
As a child, we traveled frequently to the many provinces of Canada
and having experienced the raw beauty and vast landscape, I was
immediately drawn to this suite of music dedicated to Canada.
“Misty Canadian Mornings” is a haunting melody that evokes a
sense of wonderment as the dawn wakes up the naked wilderness.
Beautiful triplets, changing key signatures, and an opportunity
for students to improvise create a delicately calm serenade to the
morning awakening. “Fisherman’s Shanty” reminds me of a peppy
gigue and busy family fishing business. The untamed waters that
the fishermen endure to bring back their catch of the day is
expressed in the “molto vivace” while the wives and mothers who
wait onshore are anxiously awaiting their arrival in the “andante
espressivo”. “Prairie Hymn” is an unhurried piece that assaults

PRO MUSICA SCHOLARSHIPS
Up to $4,000 for vocal, instrumental and piano students,
regardless of major

40 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Including Music, Music Education and Church Music

MUSIC ENSEMBLES & LESSONS
Choir, Kantorei, Wind Ensemble, Jazz Ensemble
Lessons in piano, organ, voice and other instruments

music@grandview.edu
www.grandview.edu
1200 Grandview Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa
515-263-2800 • 800-444-6083
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| IMTA TECHNOLOGY NEWS |

BEHOLD THE
CHANNEL STRIP!
If you’ve ever seen a PA system or mixing
console, you’ve probably noticed a lot of knobs
and buttons. A sound board used for a mediumsized church service can easily have well over
100 controls, and the sheer number of these can
be easily overwhelming. Further confusing the
issue is the fact that mixers are like snowflakes –
no two are exactly alike – and knowing how one
works doesn’t mean it’s always easy to operate
another.

Sound Input

The good news is that whether you’re running
a PA system with a single microphone or a
theatrical production with four dozen actors
and instrumentalists running through a $100k
sound system, the basic principle is the same,
and it all comes down to the channel strip.

FX Knob

Pad & HPF or
Low Cut
Gain Knob
Phantom Power
EQ Knobs

Pan Knob
Level Knob

All channel strips work the same way. Sound
comes in the top and goes out the bottom.
Along the way, that sound can be changed
in a variety of different ways to make it more
pleasant and “mix” well with other sounds.
Here’s a quick rundown of the features on
a popular Yamaha mixer, and while your
equipment may look different, all of the
principles are the same.
At the top of the channel strip (or sometimes
on the back of the mixer), you’ll find a jack
that accepts sound input. It could be an XLR
(microphone) connector, a 1/4” jack (for a
guitar or keyboard), or even a mini-jack or USB
connection. This is where you plug your sound
source in.

IMTA State Technology Chair
Dr. Jason Sifford
imtatechnology@gmail.com
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Next on our strip are two buttons – Pad and
HPF (sometimes called “Low Cut.”) These
buttons help weaken the signal if it’s too strong.
The Pad button weakens everything (in this case
by 26 decibels), and the HPF (which stands for
“high-pass filter”) weakens low sounds (in this
case below 80Hz.) The HPF button is typically
used to get rid of any rumbling or thumping
noises from microphones, often caused by
people bumping the microphone stand.

The Gain Knob is another way to manage the
strength of the signal when you need more
control than the Pad button. Simply dial it up
or down to get a nice strong signal that isn’t
distorted.
The Phantom Power button (which is not
always part of the channel strip and may be
elsewhere on your mixer or PA) is used to
provide power to microphones that require
phantom power. Generally speaking, condenser
microphones require phantom power whereas
dynamic microphones do not. Leave this off
unless you know your microphone requires
phantom power, otherwise you risk damaging

The Iowa Music Teacher
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your equipment.
The next three knobs are EQ. These allow you to boost or cut
specific frequencies. If someone’s speaking voice is too “boomy”,
you may want to turn down the Low knob. If the sound is too
thin, you may want to turn up the Mid knob. Listening and
experimentation is key, but good EQ can go a long way to making
sure your sound is clear and easy to understand.
The FX (or AUX) knob is used to send the signal to an external
processor. Used mostly to add reverb or delay to the sound, it’s
a specialized feature that isn’t always included. The Pan knob
always appears on stereo equipment, and it allows you to send a
sound more towards the left or the right speaker. When mixing
multiple instruments together, it can add a bit of “space” to the
sound.

Level Knob/Fader associated with the Main Outs, and this tells
the mixer how strong a signal to send to the speakers. You can
think of these as three Volume knobs – one for the sound coming
in, one for the individual sounds after they’ve been processed, and
one for all the sounds mixed together.
As the summer months approach and we find ourselves beginning
to gather again for performances, I hope this will help you take
advantage of the technology that helps you amplify your sound.
Whether you’re in a church sanctuary with 30 people or an
outdoor theater with 500, the humble channel strip will help
make sure your music and your voices are heard.

At the end of the channel strip you’ll find the Level knob (or Fader/
Slider on larger boards.) This tells the mixer how much sound to
send to the Main Outputs. This is often confusing because a mixer
typically has three different volume knobs or faders, and two of
them are on the channel strip! As we saw before, the Pad, HPF,
and Gain knobs all affect the strength of the signal. The purpose
of these knobs is to make sure the signal is good as it enters the
board. Then after the sound has run through the EQ, FX, and
Pan sections, the Level Knob/Fader controls how much of the
processed sound is sent to the Main Outs. You will also find a

Clarke University is seeking

gifted music students
Clarke recognizes the need for COVID-responsive
music instruction and now offers music students
access to our state-of-the-art virtual lesson
technology and high tech audio equipment
• Our contemporary , NASM accredited curriculum
guides students pursuing a broad range
of musical interests
• Music scholarships available for excellence
in performance, composition, and ensemble
participation regardless of major

MAJORS
Music Education
Music
• Piano, Vocal, &
Instrumental Performance
• Composition
ENSEMBLES
Clarke Cantabile
Clarke Collegiate Singers
Clarke Jazz
Clarke-Loras Chamber Orchestra
Clarke Melos
Clarke Wind Ensemble

clarke.edu/music
Dubuque, Iowa

Continued on page 27
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| SCHOLARSHIP & COMMISSIONING NEWS |

IMTA/WEST MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP
AUDITIONS WILL TAKE PLACE

A

IMTA Scholarship Chair
Dr. Ted Reuter
imtascholarship@gmail.com

lthough we are, unfortunately, again
having to forgo our IMTA Conference
this year, we are going ahead with
Scholarship Auditions, which will be virtual.
The awards for this year are as follows:
1st Place–$2000, 2nd Place—$1250, 3rd
Place—$750. Students auditioning for these
scholarships will first apply at imtascholarship@
gmail.com or at iamta.org. Each applicant will
be sent a performance number for use when
they make their YouTube video. The video
will consist of two pieces of contrasting styles,
formatted like District Auditions: performance
number and the titles of pieces performed
should be listed in the video title. Do not
include any other identifying information.

Please refer to the general instructions at
iamta.org regarding rules and regulations..
Students will then submit their YouTube videos,
to imtascholarship@gmail.com which will in
turn be sent to judge(s). The deadline to apply
is May 1; the deadline for submitting the video
is May 15 at 11:59 pm.
Scholarship amounts have been increased
significantly this year. If you have a graduating
senior who is considering a major or minor
in music, be sure to let them know about
these scholarship opportunities! If you have
questions, please contact me at imtascholarship@
gmail.com.

COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
ADJUSTS SCHEDULE

G

IMTA Commisioning Chair
Dr. Richard Steinbach
imtacommissioning@gmail.com
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reetings to
my IMTA
colleagues.
The world pandemic
has forced us to make
lots of adjustments
in our lives, and we
are all anxious to get
back to “life as usual”.
Since both last year’s
IMTA conference
and
this
year’s
conference have been Carl Schimmel
canceled, the commissioning committee has
made some adjustments in our schedule. Carl
Schimmel was our 2020 winner, but we never
had the opportunity to premiere Carl’s new
work. We have now rescheduled the virtual
premiere of Dr. Schimmel’s work at the annual
meeting on June 7th when all members gather

on Zoom. Dr. Schimmel’s new piano suite
“Three Paintings by Marvin Cone” is based on
three paintings by Iowa artist, Marvin Cone
and the movements are titled: “Dreaded Area”,
“This Was Doubtless He” and “Cloud Patterns”.
Our 2021 Commissioned Composer winner
was Dubuque Iowa native Michael Gilbertson,
and we have rescheduled Michael’s commission
to 2022.
As you know, the commissioned piano works
by previous winners are already posted on our
website along with video recordings of each.
These works can be download for free. I hope
that many of you will take advantage of this and
work on these exciting new compositions with
your students.
Thanks to all for your continued support of the
IMTA Commissioning Project.
Stay safe and take good care!
The Iowa Music Teacher
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New Member Mark Lukasiewicz
My name is Mark
Lu k a s ie wic z .
I
graduated from Iowa
State with a Music
Performance Degree
emphasis saxophone.
Although proficient
on the sax, I also
desire to teach
piano and piano
performance, having
been introduced to
the piano as a small
child.

Mark Lukasiewicz

Currently I am the
primary keyboardist
on my church’s
music team and am
responsible for controlling and improving the
technology aspects of the two-keyboard rig,
teaching the other keyboard players, writing
music and music directing from the stage
when I play. I not only perform regularly for

W

elcome to Spring - and new
growth! We have the opportunity
to view the National MTNA
Virtual Conference sessions and concerts,
including Pedagogy Saturday, until summer,
almost. No problem choosing which session
to attend when two of interest are scheduled
during the same hour. And, you may even want
to listen a 2nd time to a concert or session –
available until June 1. Hope you took advantage
of the early registration, but if not, it is still a
great price. The thing we will all be missing is
the camaraderie of visiting with friends, former
and new, between sessions.
IMTA Mentor Chair
Joan Hopkins, NCTM
imtamentorchair@gmail.com
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Acquaintance with members across our state
and country is truly a blessing. It gives me a
selection of professionals to call on when I
have hit a wall, or just need some guidance or

church services but am the main player for all
major holiday and special events. I also have
experience playing piano for weddings and have
performed a number of times at the Salisbury
House in Des Moines.
I have over 7 years of professional work
experience with kids from age 3 to 18 as a
Youth Director for a local church in Ankeny
and a Youth Coordinator for the Iowa National
Guard. I will be offering private lessons for
children of all ages.
I believe music lessons have the ability to
positively impact so many capacities of a
person’s life and thus I am as passionate about
teaching as I am about playing the piano. I care
as much about building a relationship with my
students as making sure they are progressing in
their instrumental technique.
You can contact me at the following email
address: marklukasiewicz90@gmail.com. I
look forward to meeting you soon!

encouragement. I also love to feel the excitement
from a student when I tell them I have met the
composer of a piece they are studying, or have
heard a performer they saw in the news. This all
happens at conferences.
Also, attending business and committee
meetings helps us see the scope of the
organization to which we belong. Gaining
an awareness of the responsibilities of each
position opens a vision of where we can make
a difference. Consider becoming an officer or
chairing a position. We all come from different
backgrounds, education, and experiences,
providing a wealth of ideas for solving the daily
issues that come before our group as it strives
be the strength our members deserve. Your vote
counts! IMTA and MTNA need to hear you!
The Iowa Music Teacher

FIND YOUR FUTURE IN

PERFORMING ARTS
AT WALDORF UNIVERSITY
RIGHT HERE AT HOME

Located in North Iowa, Waldorf University has deep-rooted traditions that consistently
provides diverse experiences through enriching programs. Let us help you fine-tune,
expand and explore your passions.

Visit waldorf.edu to explore the opportunities that are waiting for you.

Spring 2021
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MEI-HSUAN
HUANG

JANCI
BRONSON

MIRIAM
ZACH

TIN-SHI
TAM

piano performance

piano pedagogy

harpsichord/
organ

carillon
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HOPKINS & RUNAAS
FILL BOARD POSITIONS
The IMTA board wishes to thank and
recognize Sherri Lauritsen and Julie Bond who
have served the board as IMTA State Secretary
and IMTA State Membership chair. Their
service and dedication as volunteers is most
appreciated. As we look forward to a new slate
of officers in the near future, and we are grateful
that Margaret Runaas and Joan Hopkins have
agreed to fill these vacant positions.
If you wish to serve, or know of someone
who would be fitting on the IMTA board,
please contact Cyndie Caruth, Immediate
Past President, chair of the 2021 Nominating
Committee.
We are grateful to all members past and
present who continue to make IMTA the great
organization it is!

Joan Hopkins,
IMTA Membership Chair

Margie Runaas,
IMTA Secretary

2021 MTNA National Awards Recipients
MTNA Achievement Award
Myrtle David, Founder and Executive Director
The DeBose Competition-Festival and Foundation
MTNA Teacher of the Year
Benjamin Caton, NCTM
MTNA Distinguished Service Award
Jeanne B. Grealish, NCTM
MTNA-Frances Clark Keyboard Pedagogy Award
eNovativePiano
Susanna P. Garcia, NCTM and Chan Kiat Lim, NCTM
MTNA Distinguished Composer of the Year
Peter Van Zandt Lane
nodes.branches.loop
MTNA State Affiliate of the Year
Georgia Music Teachers Association
Jan E. Adams, NCTM, President
MTNA Local Association of the Year
Las Vegas Music Teachers Association
Amy Homer-Smith, President
Spring 2021

MTNA Collegiate Chapter of the Year
Ohio University
Lydia Sander, President
Christopher Fisher, NCTM, Advisor
MTNA AMT Article of the Year
“The Victory Vertical Project:
A Historical Case Study in Recreational Music Making”
by Garik Pedersen
October/November 2020 Issue
MTNA e-Journal Article of the Year
“The Inclusive Studio: Teaching Students with
Disabilities in the Private Piano and String Lesson Settings”
by Diana Dumlavwalla, NCTM and Katarzyna Bugaj
February 2020 Issue
MTNA-MarySue Harris Studio Teacher Fellowship Award
Desireé González-Miller, NCTM
Piano Technicians Guild Foundation Scholarship
Roxanne Kar, NCTM
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MEET THE NAMTA 2021
PEDAGOGY WORKSHOP PRESENTERS
Dr. Jason Sifford
Mental Management: Effective strategies for handling
difficult behaviors in the studio – Piano teachers are experts in
solving pianistic problems – we teach our students to read music
and coach them in the art of tone production, interpretation, and
technique. But sometimes the greatest challenges our students
face are not with the keyboard but rather with themselves, and
until those problems are addressed, none of our musical work will
be productive. This session will offer teachers a variety of strategies
to help students manage their emotions and their behaviors in the
studio so we can face the music with a healthy attitude.
Master Class: Why Pupil Savers Work (and how you can find
more!) Let’s face it – all of us have certain pieces that we return
to time and time again because students find them engaging and
are motivated to practice. In this session, we’ll explore some of the
reasons why these gems are so effective and how we can identify
potential pupil savers for even our most difficult students!
Dr. Jason Sifford, NCTM is a freelance pianist, teacher and
composer with a wide range of abilities and interests. He
maintains a private teaching studio in Iowa City and is in
demand as an adjudicator and clinician, lecturing on such
diverse topics as classical performance practice, jazz pedagogy,
technical development in young pianists, composition, and music
technology. He also appears regularly as a music director and
theater musician for area theaters and serves on the board for
the City Circle Theater Company of Coralville. As a composer,
Jason is primarily interested in music for young pianists, and
his catalogue includes four solo collections, a baroque suite,
and several arrangements of popular and traditional songs. His
music is featured in the state syllabi for Iowa and Minnesota, the
bulletin for the National Federation of Music Clubs, and the
Royal Conservatory of Music (Canada). His music is published
by the FJH Music Company and Willis Music, and he serves as
a workshop clinician for Willis Music/Hal Leonard. Dr. Sifford
holds degrees from Missouri State University, Louisiana State
University, and The University of Michigan.
Dr. Andrea Johnson
Making Every Moment Count: Strategies for Time
Management in the Piano Lesson How do we ensure that we
cover the many topics that build well-rounded, creative, and
proficient pianists in a 30-45-minute weekly lesson? This session
explores tips and strategies for improving organization and time
46

management, crafting varied and inspiring lesson plans, and
modeling balance for our students by moving through a range of
subjects with ease.
Dr. Andrea Johnson is the Assistant Professor of Piano Pedagogy
at the University of Northern Iowa. She holds degrees from the
University of Oklahoma, the University of Oregon, and Portland
State University. Her primary teachers include Jane Magrath,
Barbara Fast, Claire Wachter, David Riley, Leonard Richter, and
Susan Chan. Research interests include the application of character
development in professional acting to solo piano performance and
body mapping for pianists. She is the recipient of several awards,
including the University of Oklahoma’s Provost’s 2017 Graduate
Teaching Award for Teaching Excellence in the Fine Arts and
Humanities. Andrea has presented pedagogy workshops in Iowa
and Oklahoma, most recently at for the Northeast Area Music
Teacher Association in Cedar Falls, Iowa, and the Oklahoma
Music Teachers Association 2018 State Conference on the
subject of applications of professional acting techniques to piano
performance. Active as an adjudicator, Andrea was most recently
asked to judge the 2019 Steinway Junior Piano Competition in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Dr. Suzanne Torkelson New Music Session
Dr. Suzanne Torkelson is Professor of Piano at Wartburg College,
as well as Director of the Tower School of Music, a program of
pre-college students studying with Wartburg’s student teachers.
As past president of the Iowa Music Teachers Association (IMTA)
and Repertoire Chairperson for the state of Iowa, she is actively
involved in the professional field of piano pedagogy. She is a
frequent speaker in the areas of piano performance and pedagogy
and has received Master Teacher Certification from both MTNA
and IMTA. During her many years as Iowa’s Repertoire Chair,
she published five editions of the IMTA Syllabus Repertoire
List, as well as reviews of new music in the Iowa Music Teachers
Magazine. Dr. Torkelson spent the 2016-2017 academic year on
sabbatical, finishing the last of the eight levels of Etudes with
Technique© series for FJH Music, and working in London at
the Royal Academy of Music. She has served MTNA at all levels,
most recently as West Central Division Director and on the
national board of directors.
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NAMTA’s 37th Pedagogy Workshop
Saturday July 10, 2021
Wartburg College, Waverly, Iowa
(COVID-19 safety protocols will be followed.)

Dr. Jason Sifford

Dr. Andrea Johnson

Dr. Suzanne Torkelson

8:30
9:00
10:30
11:45
12:30

Registration and Vendor
Dr. Suzanne Torkelson – New Music
Dr. Jason Sifford – Master Class
Lunch
Dr. Jason Sifford – Mental Management: Effective strategies for handling difficult
behavior in the studio
2:00 Dr. Andrea Johnson – Making Every Moment Count: Strategies for Time Management in
the Piano Lesson
3:45 Dr. Jason Sifford – Why Pupil Savers Work (And how you can find more!)
*A minimum of 30 registered participants will be required in order to hold the workshop. Checks will be held until
after the registration deadline and will be returned in the event there are not enough registered participants to
hold the event. An email communication will also be sent out at that time.

Workshop Registration
Registration
First Time Attendee Special Rate
Student Rate
Late Fee – for registrations received after June 26

Total Fee

Fee
$70
$60
$20
$20

Amount

Name_________________________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________City__________________Zip_______
Phone_______________________________E-mail_____________________________________
Mail Registration & Checks (made out to NAMTA) to:
Jean Hilbert
116 Eagle Ridge Dr.
Waverly, IA 50677
Jhilbert93@mchsi.com
319-239-3152
Spring 2021

Waverly Hotels
Comfort Inn - 319-352-0399
Cobblestone Inn - 1-888-217-1426
Super 8 - 319-352-0888
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MUSIC AT AUGUSTANA
Pianist Dr. Juliana Han joins the faculty of Augustana College in Rock
Island, Ill., as Assistant Professor of Music in the areas of piano and
musicianship. A concert pianist and active chamber musician who has
performed in noted venues across the world, Dr. Han received her D.M.A.
and M.M. in Collaborative Piano from The Juilliard School after a diverse
career and degrees from both Harvard College and Harvard Law School.
For more information on music degrees, areas of study, scholarship audition dates, and
scheduling a campus tour, please visit: www.augustana.edu
Music scholarships – $1,000-$4,000 annually for students of any major
Carl B. Nelson Music Education Bonus Scholarship – $500 additional scholarships annually
for students majoring in music education
Augie Choice – $2,000 to support hands-on learning, such as international study, research
or an internship.

Augustana College Department of Music
639 38th Street, Rock Island, IL 61201-2296
800-798-8100 x7233
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UNI VIRTUAL KEYBOARD DAY
INSPIRED STUDENTS & TEACHERS

T

he keyboard faculty at the University
of Northern Iowa was pleased to host
the UNI Virtual Keyboard Day on
March 6, 2021 from 10am-4pm via Zoom. The
faculty was thrilled to have 24 students and four
teachers who attended the virtual event. This
extracurricular keyboard experience for middle
school and high school-aged students included
an interactive workshop on cultivating stage
presence with Dr. Andrea Johnson, a lecture on
Baroque music interpretation and performance
techniques with Dr. Randall Harlow, musical
performances by UNI Keyboard faculty
members Dr. Vakhtang Kodanashvili, Professor
Sean Botkin, Dr. Robin Guy, and Dr. Andrea
Johnson, and master lessons with UNI faculty.
After a fun-filled day of activities the students
performed a fantastic virtual recital, showcasing
all of their fantastic work and progress. It was
a pleasure to see so many students inspired,
engaged in lessons, and continuing to make

Spring 2021

beautiful music during a global pandemic.
The event included students from the studios
of Cyndie Caruth, Larisa Kanevski, Patricia
Schroeder, Ann Barry, Joanna Ochida, Lifia
Teguh, and Mindy DeVries. Congratulations
to all of the teachers who have facilitated such
great learning this year and to the students and
families for their dedication. The keyboard
faculty at UNI are keeping fingers crossed that
the event will be able to take place in-person
in Spring 2022 and we hope you will consider
sending your students next year!
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From the heart...

Tips and treasures from IMTA members & students

My student seemed to be
struggling at his lesson one
week. Finally, he exclaimed. “I
don’t have any more room in my
brain! We’re having Iowa Tests
of Basic Skills this week!”
-Linda Benson, FDAMTA

One of my youngest students attends her after-school lesson extremely tired, followed by
frequent yawning. We have moved her to different times of the day unsuccessfully . It seems
the only thing that works is for me to shake it up at every lesson so the “tired tears” don’t
start. One afternoon, after unsuccessful attempts to keep a steady beat, the metronome was
the final resort. I could tell she was going to cry at the thought of using the metronome, so I
had to quickly make up a game. We successfully played “fool the metronome” by closing my
eyes and dialing my metronome to a surprise tempo. First tempo was 69 which was still quite
bumpy. I closed my eyes and “blindly” dialed another slower tempo, and yet another. She
thought the game was hilarious. Little did she realize it was a simple way to get her excited
about doing the very thing that would have ended in certain tears!
–Cyndie Caruth, DMMTA

Submit your stories
and teaching tips for
publication to
imtainformation@gmail.com.
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First Grade Quote of the Day:
One of my kindergarten students had crawled under the electric piano and pulled the plug.
I’m trying to figure out why it won’t turn on during the 1st Grade class and one little 1st
grader pipes up and says, “I can probably fix it. I know a lot about electronics. I play them
every night!”
–Deb Ausborn, FDAMTA
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We are proud to offer

IOWA’S FINEST
SELECTION
of Steinway & Sons
and Yamaha pianos
supported by the
dependable sales
staff and service
of West Music.

CEDAR FALLS
CEDAR RAPIDS
CORALVILLE
DES MOINES
QUAD CITIES

pianos.westmusic.com
Spring 2021
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Iowa Music Teachers Association
2105 NW Pleasant St.
Ankeny, Iowa 50023

Complete Piano
Restoration
Premium Piano Inventory
Music Educators: 5% off &
Referral Program

www.premierpianoservice.com
319-934-3556
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Visit Cedar Rapids or Online Store for Premium Selection of
Steinway, Baldwin, Mason & Hamlin and Other Top-Tier Pianos
The Iowa Music Teacher

